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nies. They also encouraged the importation of counterfeiting
supplies, printing of counterfeits aboard British naval warships
in New York harbor, and the open solicitation of distributors
and passers of the spurious currency.

The appearance of an advertisement in a New York City news-
paper on April 14, 1777, during the British occupation of that
city, attests to the openness of this criminal activity. The ad-
vertisement reads as follows:

•

by EVERETT K. COOPER

HE abundance of contemporary counterfeits of the
paper money authorized by the Continental Congress
during the years of the American Revolutionary War

is legendary and a well-documented historical fact. The astro-
nomical inflation resulting from the mass of Continental Cur-
rency in circulation caused widespread cynicism which was
expressed in the words "not worth a continental." Lesser
known, except to those who probe deep into the pages of his-
tory, is the fact that in addition to the excessive government
issues of this currency they had an unwanted and prolific com-
petitor endeavoring also to issue a substantial quantity of this
currency. This was the product of British-inspired and-spon-
sored counterfeiters. Their intent, of course, was to wage eco-
nomic warfare and destroy the will of the colonists to fight the
soldiers and mercenaries of King George III. The total value of
the legitimate issues of the Continental Congress was approxi-
mately $242 million. The total value of the counterfeits is un-
known. In addition to the unknown amount of British-
sponsored printing there also was that issued clandestinely by
numerous entrepreneur counterfeiters who saw the Continen-
tal Currency as their golden opportunity. It has been said by
some pundits that the counterfeit issue equaled that of the
legitimate issue. That would seem to be a bit overestimated.
Nevertheless, it raises the question that if contemporary coun-
terfeits were anywhere near that volume why do not more of
those counterfeits show up in today's collector market?

That counterfeiting was a pernicious problem during the
Revolutionary War years is without question.' Even the popu-
lar twentieth-century novelist Kenneth Roberts would incor-
porate this vice into his historical novel Oliver Wiswell. This
novel of the Revolutionary War era deals with a young Massa-
chusetts man who chose to remain loyal to King George III.
Included in the adventures of loyalist Wiswell, while trying to
survive in an intensely polarized society, were several experi-
ences with a counterfeiter of Continental Currency. In one situ-
ation the counterfeiter, an engraver named Abel Buell, takes a
worn $8 note from his pocket and professionally criticizes the
crude engraving work of the genuine note. In another com-
ment Oliver Wiswell refers to a small portable hand press,
which would require space of less than "a quarter of a seaman's
chest" when the press was dismantled. This portable printing
press was used in spare moments to strike off $8 Continental
notes. In another situation the novelist again deals with the
simple methods of the counterfeiters. "They had, I saw, been
aging Buell's new money by pushing it around in their panta-
loon pockets." 2 It is interesting to note that the novelist fre-
quently utilized the $8 Continental note as the choice of the
counterfeiter.

The British sponsored counterfeiting and allowed spurious
notes made in England to be brought into the rebellious colo-

Persons going into other colonies may be supplied with any Num-
ber of counterfeit Congress-notes, for the Price of the Paper per
Ream. They are so neatly and exactly executed that there is no Ris-
que in getting them off, it being almost impossible to discover
that they are not genuine. This has been proved by Bills to a very
large Amount, which have already been successfully circulated.
Enquire for Q.E.D. at the Coffee-House, from 11 p.m. to 4 a.m.
during the present month.

The ire of the patriots over the British-sponsored counter-
feiting was directly expressed by Thomas Paine writing under
his pseudonym of Common Sense. In an open published letter,
dated March 21, 1778, to General Sir William Howe he closed
with the statement "You, sir, have the honor of adding a new
vice to the military catalogue; and the reason, perhaps, why
the invention was reserved for you, is, because no general be-
fore was mean enough even to think of it." 3

The Continental Congress initiated a number of precautions
with the currency intended to foil the counterfeiters:

Secret marks —hidden in the printing were, unknown to the
public, marks that it was hoped the counterfeiter would ne-
glect to duplicate. These secret marks were not divulged to the
public who could not use them to identify the counterfeits
and, hence, were of little use.

Blue paper—specimen or proof notes were printed on spe-
cial blue paper, but not signed or numbered. Limited distribu-
tion was made to those handling the currency for use in
checking the authenticity of the currency they handled.

Paper—that used for the currency was specially prepared by
certain paper mills. Paper contained threads and pieces of mica.
The mills were not to supply the paper to others; Pennsylvania
made it illegal to do so.

Watermarked paper—used on the last issue; watermarked
"CONFEDERATION" or "UNITED STATES."

Colors—the January 14, 1779 issue was printed, front and
back, with red and black ink.

Recall— two issues were severely counterfeited, May 20, 1777
and April 11, 1778, so the entire issues were recalled from
circulation.

Descriptions —printed broadside describing numerous known
counterfeits was made available.

In spite of all these simple and preventive efforts the currency
was readily counterfeited and the public easily deceived. From
the January 1779 printed broadside, described above, the fol-
lowing summary can be made of the counterfeiters' activity.
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• The two most counterfeited issues were those of April 11,
1778 and September 26, 1778.

• The two most popular counterfeited denominations were the
$30 and $40 notes. The $5 and $8 followed in popularity
with the counterfeiters.

• There were no reported counterfeits of the issue of Novem-
ber 2, 1776; apparently the counterfeiters were kept busy
with the earlier issues.

To return again to the question as to why more counterfeits
do not appear in today's collector market of Continental Cur-
rency. Apparently the answer is that the contemporary coun-
terfeits were so well done that we do not recognize them today.
But they are there in greater numbers than realized.

Perhaps the best way to identify them is by comparison with
the original blue paper notes prepared by the printers. The
other method is to compare against the descriptive lists of coun-

nental Currency. Note position of harp neck$8 November 29, 1775 Con
opposite Letter N.
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$8 September 26, 1778 Continental Currency. Note position of harp neck
opposite letter C.

$8 September 26, 1778 Continental Currency, unsigned, blue paper coun-
terfeit detector note. Note position of harp neck opposite letter C. 	 Continued on page 9
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First NB of New York
	

Chtr 29	 $5-5-5-5
NB of the Republic, Chicago 	 Chtr 4605 	 $5-5-5-5

$10-10-10-20

Bank of Italy, San Francisco 	 Chtr 13044 $10-10-10-10

Webster & Atlas NB, Boston 	 Chtr 1527	 $5-5-5-5

In the case of Webster and Atlas National Bank, the bank
was charged $128 since bank officer signatures were transferred
to the duplicate plate. Certainly other examples exist, since
my review of the ledger focussed primarily on banks in St.
Louis, MO and Evansville, IN.

This observation was possible because of enormous issu-
ance and survival of NBC's notes. Between 1909 and 1929
over 1.5 million $5-5-5-5 sheets were printed and issued, and
so many have survived that a full set of plate letters should be
within the financial reach of the patient collector. An interest-
ing but somewhat arcane collection could be built on laddering
apparently out-of-sequence serial number/plate letter combi-
nations or, for the very brave, on assembling changeover pails.
Perhaps more rationally, the true syngraphist should just re-
member that even the very common is always worth another
look.
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terfeits and their deviations that have appeared in modern
collector publications. 4 This latter method is the easiest and
fastest but, of course, is limited to those counterfeits previ-
ously discovered and reported. Comparison with blue paper
notes is tedious but allows for discovery of counterfeits not
previously reported.

As an example, an $8 Continental note of the September
26, 1778 resolution looked suspicious and was examined to
determine if it was a contemporary counterfeit or a legitimate
issue. A check of the published descriptive lists of known coun-
terfeits did not list this note. The signers were legitimate names
but verification was lacking of the authenticity of the hand-
writing. The paper seemed to be a bit lighter in color but the
typical embedded threads were present as are found in legiti-
mate Continental paper. The harp emblem became the most
questionable discrepancy. The outer circle enclosing the motto
and device had a distinct break which had not appeared on
prior issues using this emblem. Of more concern, however,

was the placement of the harp in the emblem. On other occa-
sions, before and after this issue, the upper tip of the harp was
opposite the "N" of the word CONSONANT. 5 In this speci-
men that same feature of the harp is shifted in position. Now
it is opposite the dot between the words MINORIBUS and
CONSONANT. This arouses the suspicion that this note is re-
ally a newly identified contemporary counterfeit. However, the
final test is one which few types of paper money offer to col-
lectors in verifying specimens. A comparison is available with
a known genuine specimen as printed on the blue paper. Com-
parison in this case with this reference specimen shows that
the same deviations in printing are on the blue paper note and
the specimen is probably a legitimate issue.
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used as well, like "Secured Paper," "Approved Paper," "City
Safety Fund," etc. A few businesses went as far as incorporat-
ing the word "Bank" in their title, to help make their advertis-
ing notes more noticeable. About the only thing missing from
these obsolete look-alikes was a date and a serial number.

When state bank notes became more elaborate in design
and color, the advertising notes became more intricate as well.
When the backs of the bank notes began to be engraved, ad-
vertising notes followed suit. The entire scheme of this mer-
chandising technique was to make the advertising notes closely
resemble the legal paper money of the times.

Imagine a person in the early to mid-1800s somehow re-
ceiving one of these advertising notes; their first immediate
impression is that the note may be actual money. This in turn
forces the person to carefully look at the note and read it to see
if it is money. By making a person look at and read the notes,
the retailer accomplishes his objective by successfully adver-
tising.
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